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1. General
A large quantity of electric devices is equipped in the factories, mines and
enterprises in the power system. Their inner insulation is mostly oil-filled insulation
type. The dielectric strength testing of the insulation oil is the conventional testing
item which must be carried out. In order to meet rapid development demand of the
power industry, our company has developed, designed and manufactured this
instrument according to national standard GB/T507-2002 Insulation oil breakdown
voltage measuring method, industrial standard DL429.9-91 and latest power
industrial standard DL/T846, 7-2004 and combined the universal demand of the
broad users. The system applies microcomputer control, mechanical-electrical
integration and full automation, testing accuracy is high, which completely overcomes
the problem of the similar product that is easy to be breakdown under high voltage.
The system has the function of automatic detection, automatic stirring, automatic
handling, automatic printing, data storage, calendar etc and the advantage of
electric-mechanic interlocking protection, grounding protection etc. It is also
characterized with high testing accuracy, convenient operation, safety and reliability.

2. Brief introduction of function
1. This model applies single oil cup structure, which applies microcomputer control
and automatically carries out a series operations such as booster, holding,
debooster, stirring, static displacement, display and calculation, print etc. It can
make insulation oil breakdown voltage test in the range from 0 to 80KV.
2. A large screen lattice crystal displayer is applied, its inner is equipped with
backlight system, it is clearly visible even at night. Chinese wordings menu is used
for information during testing process, which facilitates the operation of testing
personnel.
3. The operation of the instrument is simple, the operator only inputs simple
instruction according to the application description, the instrument can
automatically complete insulation oil breakdown voltage test according to setting.
Each breakdown voltage value is automatically stored. Each breakdown voltage
value and the average value can be printed out after test is completed.
4. The instrument has strong adaptability and is convenient for carrying, which can
be used for laboratory and outdoor field testing. The instrument is also available
with strong anti-interference capability, which can normally operate on the strong
electro-magnetic field environment.
5. The instrument is equipped with the protection devices for over voltage, over
current, automatic return-to-zero and grounding etc. The safety of the instrument
itself and operation personnel are absolutely secured on normal application
condition.
6. The voltage boosting speed and static displacement, interval time can be selected
according to different test standards.
7. The instrument is compatible with national standard 2002 version and 1986
version for testing at the same time. The testing condition can be user-defined
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according to the requirement.

3. Main technical parameter
1. Output voltage: 0～80kV (optional).
2. Resolution: 0.1KV
3. Measuring accuracy:±(2％×reading+0.2kV)
4. Voltage boosting speed: 1.0, 2.0, 3.0kV/S (Optional)
5. Breakdown cutting time：≤1ms
6. Test times: 6 times (Optional from 1 to 6 times)
7. Capacity of oil cup 400ml
8. Distance between electrodes 2.5mm (Clearance between electrodes is adjustable)
9. Working environment:
Ambient temperature: 0℃～+40℃
Relative humidity: ＜75%
Voltage of power supply: AC 220V±10%
Frequency of power supply: 50HZ ±1HZ
10. Exterior size: 310×420×360（mm）
11. Weight: 22kg
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4. Structure description
1. See diagram 1 for front panel
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5. Menu application description
The whole process and the test result of the test are displayed on the display
screen with the complete Chinese wording operation description, the interface of
human-machine is friendly.
1. Boot-strap menu (diagram 2)
Pull out front panel, i.e. open power supply.
Directly enter into main menu in 2 seconds.

Welcome to use

Diagram 2
2. Main menu (Diagram 3)

Withstand voltage test

Confirm

Diagram 3

Move cursor with “↑” key or “↓” key, after the function is selected, push down
“Confirmed” key, and then carry out testing or other function setting.
（1） Withstand voltage test: Push down “F4” key for confirmation, enter into
testing menu, select testing method for testing. See diagram 4.
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（2） Presetting voltage: Push down “F4” key for confirmation, enter into
sub-menu, see diagram 5, set highest test voltage.

Presetting voltage
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Diagram 5
Push down “↑” and ”→” to modify voltage value. Push down “Confirmed”
key or “Return” key for exit.
（3） Time setting: Push down “F4” key for confirmation, enter into submenu, see
diagram 6, modify date and time.
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Push down “Confirmed” key or “Return” key for exit.
（4） Check memory: push down “F4” for confirmation, enter into submenu, see
diagram 7, the stored testing results can be reviewed.
Push down “↑” or ”↓” key to check different records. Push down “Return”
key to return main menu. Push down “print” key to print out record.
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Diagram 7

6. Test preparation
1. Firstly, firmly connect the grounding terminal with the earth line before application
of the instrument, pay special attention to no virtual connection is allowed.
2. Clean and dry the oil cup: open the oil cup cover, completely clean and dry the oil
cup.
3. Adjust distance between electrodes:
（1） Set vernier gauge to zero.
（2） Adjust the knob on the other side until the distance between the
electrodes is zero.
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（3） Set the vernier gauge to the required distance between the electrodes
(rotation of one circle = 1mm).
（4） Check the distance between the electrodes with the standard ruler (2.5
mm).
4. Fill insulation oil.
（5） Oil discharging cup, open oil cup cover.
（6） Slowly fill insulation oil into the oil cup in order to avoid bubble.
（7） Place the oil cup filled with insulation oil on the electrode frame.
（8） Close oil cup cover.
（9） Close the protective case.
5. After above items are confirmed, connect to AC 220V power supply, ready for
testing.

Standard test
1. National standard testing (2002 version) test
(1) Select stirring: Enter “Self-defined testing” menu option, confirm stirring
according to test requirement.
(2) Select “National testing (2002 version)” from testing menu, push down
“Confirm” and enter into testing process. See diagram 8
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Diagram 8

Push down “Return” key and return back to testing menu, stop testing. Push
down “Skip” key and directly enter into testing.
(3) Test interface, push down “Return” key and directly exit measuring during
measuring process. See diagram 9.
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(4) Interval time menu, see diagram 10
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Push down “Return” key and directly exit testing. Push down “Finish” key to
stop testing, enter into finish menu. Push down “Skip” key and directly enter into
next boosting testing.

(5) Complete testing, see diagram 11
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The instrument would automatically print out data.
Push down “Store” key to store the data of the test.
2.National standard testing (1986 version)
The testing process is same as that of 2002 version testing.

7. Self-defined testing
Select “Self-defined testing”, push down confirmation key, enter into parameter
setting menu, see diagram 12
Operation mode Automatic testing
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Push down “↓” key to select modification item, push down “Select” key to
modify selected items. Push down “Confirm” key to enter into testing process
after selection is completed. The testing process is same as that of national
standard testing.

8. Points for attention
1. The instrument must be reliably grounded before operation.
2. In case any abnormity is found during application of the instrument, the
power supply should be immediately cut off to stop test.

9. Maintenance and servicing
1. Avoid exposing the instrument on damp environment.
2. Keep the oil cup and the electrode clean. Filling with new transformer oil for
protection during outage period. Periodically check change of electrode
distance and looseness between the electrode head and the electrode bar
thread. Please tighten timely in case there is looseness.

10. Cleaning method of oil cup
(1) Repeatedly wipe the surface of the electrode surface and the electrode bar
with clean silk.
(2) Adjust the distance between the electrodes well with the standard ruler.
(3) Clean three times with petroleum ether (other organic solvents are
prohibited), following methods must be followed in each time:
① Pour petroleum ether into the oil cup, occupied 1/4～1/3 capacity of the
oil cup.
② Cover the oil cup opening with a glass plate which is cleaned with
petroleum ether, swag evenly for one minute. Please have certain strength.
③ Pour petroleum ether out, dry for ２～３ minutes with a blower.
(4) Clean with pending tested oil sample for ２～３ times.
① Pour pending tested oil sample into the oil cup, occupied about 1/4～1/3
capacity.
② Cover the oil cup with the dried glass plate, swag evenly for 1～2 minutes,
please have a certain strength.
③ Pour out the remained oil sample, then carry out withstand voltage test.

11. Cleaning method of stirring paddle
(1) Repeatedly wipe the stirring paddle with clean silk until no fine particle
exists on the surface. Touching the surface of the stirring paddle with hand is
prohibited.
(2) Clamp the stirring paddle with a nipper, immerse in petroleum ether for
repeated washing.
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(3) Clamp the stirring paddle with the nipper, dry it up with hot wind.
(4) Clamp the stirring paddle with the nipper, immerse in the pending tested oil
sample for repeated washing.

12. Storage of oil cup
Method 1: Fully fill the oil cup with insulation oil in high quality after the testing
is completed, store the oil cup in a case, lock the case cover.
Method 2: Place in vacuum drier for storage after dried up and cleaned
following above method.
Note: The oil cup and the stirring paddle must be cleaned following above
methods before first testing and after testing of oil in bad quality.
13.

Verification of instrument

1. Preparation before verification
(1) Open left side plate of the instrument
(2) Close switch at the internal coping joint shaft of the instrument left
side plate.
(3) Open the upper cover, place special verification device on the high
voltage electrode, the led high voltage line is separately connected to the
high voltage electrodes the standard instrument with suspending.
2. Verification process of instrument
(1) Select main menu (See diagram 3), “Presetting voltage” submenu
(See diagram 5), the modified voltage value is boosted high voltage
value.
(2) Return back to main menu, enter into “Withstand voltage test”
submenu, enter into “Static placement” menu after any testing method is
selected (See diagram 8).Push down “F4” key (“Skip”), directly enter into
boosting voltage process. After enter into the following menu, read
figures (Diagram 13).
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(3) Push down “Reset” key to return main menu after data are recorded,
enter into testing of next group data (Process is same as above).
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14.

Resume the instrument to normality after verification is completed.
Complete set of instrument
1. Main machine

1

2. Adjustable oil cup

1

3. Stirring magnet

2

4. Ruler (2.5mm)

1

5. Nipper

1

6. Power supply line

1

7. Print paper (thermographic)

1 reel

8. Fuse

2 pieces

9. Operation manual

1 copy

10. Certificate/guarantee card

1 copy

15. After sale service
The instrument would be replaced and repaired free of charge in 12
months since purchasing date because of quality issue of the product,
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repair and technical service would be provided for the whole life. In case
any abnormity or fault is found in the instrument, please contact the
company in time so as to organize the most convenient handling solution.
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